
No. Description Qty. Unit Rate Amount

1 GYPSUM BOARD FALSE CEILING:
Providing & fixing as per design with suspended false ceiling consisting of 12mm.thk.Gyp. board suspended on G.I. 

framework to consists of G.I. perimeter channels  0.55 mm thk. x 20mm .x 30mm. along perimeter of false ceiling; screw 

fixed to  wall/partition with nylon sleeves & screws @ 600mm. dc. Suspending GI. Interme diate channels of size 0.9mm 

thk.x45mmx15mm. from the soffit at max. distance 1220mm. dc with ceiling angle 0.55mm. thk.x2n5mm.x10mm. Fixed to 

soffit using  proprietary supplied GI. Cleats & steel expansion fasteners. Ceiling section 0.55mm thk. xweb size 51.5mm & 

flanges 26mm. Each & 10.5 mm. lips fixed perpendicular to intermediate channel at 457mm. c/c Gyp  board is screw fixed 

to ceiling section with 25mm. drywall screws at 230mm. c/c. boards to be finished with proprietary supplied jointing tape & 

jointing compound & sand papered to achieve a smooth finish etc. Complete  or as directed by the Architect/Bank. Gyp 

ceiling where necessary as normal  specification  Rate should include all types  of cut-outs, grooves ,moulding & plain 

troughs for tube lights / Down Lighter  as directed by the  designer. Note: Where RCC Slab is old and concrete is weal, the 

GI suspended channel shall be fixed with epoxy chemical and necessary load test to be carried out before fixing Gypsum 

board fixing. Rate shall be inclusive of epoxy chemical and fixing of suspenders with chemical

600 Sft.

Rate in words

2 ARMSTRONG FALSE CEILING:
Providing and fixing of Armstrong make Mineral fibre  Ceiling Boards  in true  horizontal level suspended on inter locking 

Grid system made of Hot  Dip Galvanized steel sections powder coated  XL -15 mm as per manufacturers  specification 

including making opening for electrical and air conditioning fitting  complete as directed. The   tiles and grid system 

FRAMEWORK

XL-15 mm Main  Runner  of 3000mm spaced at 1200mm centre fixed to soffit by  approved  hangers at 1200mm distance.  

First and   last hanger  should not be at a distance  more than 450mm from the adjacent wall.XL-15 mm 1200mm  cross 

Tee  to be interlocked between  Main Runner at 600mm  centre to  form 1200x600mm  module 600mmx600mm  module to 

be formed by fixing  XL-15mm 600mm Cross Tee between centre  of   1200mm Cross Tees.19X19 mm Wall Angle to be 

secured to wall at  450mm centers Suspension  to be done by using 2mm pre-straightened  GI wire  using anchor  

fasteners.

Make - Armstrong - ANS Micro & Supra fine XL frame work. Note: Where RCC Slab is old and concrete is weal, the GI 

suspended channel shall be fixed with epoxy chemical and necessary load test to be carried out before fixing Gypsum 

board fixing. Rate shall be inclusive of epoxy chemical and fixing of suspenders with chemical

270 Sft.

Rate in words

3 LOW LEVEL PARTITION FOR CUBICALS:
Providing and fixing low height partition up to 5'height made out of 50 mm*50mm 18mm Gauge aluminium frames at 2' C/C 

vertically &  horizontally with 6mm  thick commercial plywood on both sides upto 3' height and above portion with 10mm 

toughened glass Finished with 1.00 thick laminate of approved shade and design. Basic rate of 6mm thick ply: 35/- Rs /sft. 

Basic rate of Laminate; 33/- Rs/sft

45 Sft.

Rate in words

4 SEMI GLAZED PARTITION WITH DOOR - BRANCH MANAGER CABIN 
Providing & fixing 3" thick partly glazed partition with 10mm thick clear float glass for  made up of 18 gauge 50x50 mm 

Aluminium section framework at 600 mm c/c both ways (or as directed by the Architect); 12 mm commercial plywood & 1 

mm laminate from both sides. Partition should be finished with specified finish as per design. The rate includes providing 35 

mm thick flush door finished with 1mm laminate of approved make/shade on both sides with necessary lipping patti 

polished. Rate includes all necessary hardware ( i.e ball bearing hinges of approved make, door closure, Cylindrical Lock 

with key, Door stopper etc) Exposed edges of the partition should have 75x12 mm matching wood Patti with groove in 

between. All provisions to be made for all electrical, networking, telephone etc. boxes onto partition framework at required 

heights/levels with necessary additional supports &/or scaffolding as required. The rate includes all necessary hardware & 

cleaning of partition to the satisfaction of the Architect etc. complete Basic rate of 12mm thick ply: 50/- Rs /sft. Basic rate of 

Laminate; 33/- Rs/sft

120 Sft.

Rate in words

5 SOLID PARTITION WITH DOOR IN SDV

Providing & fixing 3" thick solid partition  for  made up of 18 gauge 50x50 mm Aluminium section framework at 600 mm c/c 

both ways (or as directed by the Architect); 12 mm commercial plywood & 1 mm laminate from both sides. Partition should 

be finished with specified finish as per design. The rate includes providing 35 mm thick flush door with necessary lipping 

patti polished. Rate includes all necessary hardware ( i.e ball bearing hinges of approved make, door closure, Cylindrical 

Lock with key, Door stopper etc) Exposed edges of the partition should have 75x12 mm matching wood Patti with groove in 

between. All provisions to be made for all electrical, networking, telephone etc. boxes onto partition framework at required 

heights/levels with necessary additional supports &/or scaffolding as required. The rate includes all necessary hardware & 

cleaning of partition to the satisfaction of the Architect etc. complete

50 Sft.

Rate in words

6 Alterations to the existing partition with door (UPS cabin)

Carefully dismantling the partition and reusing the same with door and glass and placing the same as per the plan using 

necseesary materials like ply, laminate, fittings, labour, transport, etc. complete as directed. 

1 Job

Rate in words

7 Alterations to the existing glazed partition with door (Branch main entrance)

Carefully dismantling the partition and reusing the same with door and glass and placing the same as per the plan using 

necseesary materials like fittings, labour, transport, etc. complete as directed. 

1 Job

Rate in words

8 Alterations to existing Tables 

Reusing the existing tables with necessary materials like locks, handles wherever necessary and placing the same as per 

the plan complete as directed. This work includes front vertical glass on the table top as per the standard specifications of 

the Bank.

3 No.

Rate in words

9 Alterations to Cash Counter

Carefully shifting the cash counter partition and reusing the same with door and glass and placing the same as per the plan 

using necseesary materials like ply, laminate, fittings, labour, transport, etc. complete as directed. 

1 No.

Rate in words

10 Officer/Clerk counter:
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Chartered Engineer, Architect & Chartered Valuer                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

A-804, Jupiter, Vasant Galaxy, Off Link Road, Goregaon West, Mumbai 400 104.                                                                                                                                

864, "Geet Govind", A/P. Katta, Taluka-Malvan, Dist: Sindhudurg  416 604.                                                                                                                         

09833472133  nileshgbhagat@gmail.com         
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Providing & fixing officers counter of 2'-6" height, 5' length and 2' 6 " width , Counter to be made up of 18mm. thk. Plywood 

framework and  open space for C.P.U. & small drawer above it on other side of Key Board drawer. The counter should have 

necessary holes of required sizes for wire managers. The counter should have necessary passages & ledges for data 

cables, electrical cables and telephone lines. The counter should be finished with 1.0mm. Thk. Laminate of approved colour 

& shade from external side and polish from inside. All the exposed edges of plywood including lower edges should have 

lipping patti. Lipping patti should be finished in polish. The cost should include necessary hardware Moulding .handles & 

Godrej make drawer locks with common key for cash drawers, footrest etc. complete as per design. 

10 Rft

Rate in words

11 Alterations to existing wooden storage Units:

Carefully removing and shifting the storage units, reusing and placing the same as per the plan using necseesary materials 

like fittings, labour, transport, etc. complete as directed. 

1 Job

Rate in words

12 Storage Units:

Providing & fixing storage units made up 18 mm. thk. plywood framework, 6 mm. thk. plywood back  as required as per 

design. Good quality blockboard shutters should be fixed on SS heavy hinges Storage units. should be finished with 1.0 

mm. thk. laminate from external side & oil paint to non laminate ed surfaces. All exposed edges of plywood should have 

lipping patti on it. Lipping patti should be finished with French polish on it. The cost should include necessary handles, 

magnetic catches, Godrej make locks etc. complete as per design. 

168 Sft

Rate in words

13 Fixed glass partition

Providing & fixing  fixed glazed partition made up of  12 mm thk. Clear toughened glass shall be fixed in.Ozon / Enox make 

patch fitting with necessary hardware with application of sealant from all sides. Edge polish for all exposed sides of glass 

complete as directed.      

50 Sft

Rate in words

14 Suggestion Box

Providing & fixing box made up 18 mm. thk. plywood framework, 6/12 mm. thk. plywood back as required as per design. 

Good quality blockboard shutters should be fixed on brass hinges  should be finished with 1mm. thk. laminate from external 

side & oil paint to non laminate ed surfaces. All exposed edges of plywood should have lipping patti on it. Lipping patti 

should be finished with French polish on it. The cost should include necessary handles, magnetic catches, Godrej make 

locks etc. complete as per design. 

1 Nos

Rate in words

15 Cheque Drop Box

Providing & fixing box made up 18 mm. thk. plywood framework, 6/12 mm. thk. plywood back as required as per design. 

Good quality blackboard shutters should be fixed on brass hinges  should be finished with 1.0 mm. thk. laminate from 

external side & oil paint to non laminate ed surfaces. All exposed edges of plywood should have lipping patti on it. Lipping 

patti should be finished with French polish on it. The cost should include necessary handles, magnetic catches, Godrej 

make locks etc. complete as per design. 

1 Nos

Rate in words

16 Aluminium Composite Paneling

Aluminium Composite Panel (ACP) with framing of Aluminium Tube  sections  of min 1.5" x 1" and 20 gauge  2'-0" C/C both 

ways. Mirror screws to be used. Joints to be finished with Silicon based sealant. ACP thickness of 3 mm minimum of 

approved shade ( Silver-grey or equivalent as per Bank's Layout policy). ACP to be in 2' width panels or distributed equally. 

Alubond, Eurobond, Fujibond, Alco bond or equivalent ISO certified brands to be used. Shades to be as per bank's 

approval. Trap door will be 12 mm marine ply finished with ACP for rolling shutter wheel.

Laminate and ply Paneling (Inside ATM and columns)

Same as above but finished with 12mm thk. ply and 1mm thk. laminate 220 Sft

Rate in words

17 MIRROR IN TOILET BLOCK size  2'0x2'0

P& F mirror Modi float in toilet block with 6mm bevelled on edges and fixed on SS Studs. 2 Nos

Rate in words

18 Oil Bound Distemper Paint

Providing and application of cement/acrylic based putty of 3 Coats, Sanding of the surface free of undulations, application 

of 1 coat of primer and 2 coats of Oil Bound Distemper paint of approved make and shade as per layout policy

1500 Sft

Rate in words

18 MIRROR IN SDV size  5'0x2'0

P& F mirror Modi float in SDV with 6mm bevelled on edges and fixed on SS Studs. 1 Nos

Rate in words

19 Wooden shelf in SDV size  9"x2'0

P& F wooden shelf made of 18mm thk. ply finished with 1mm thk. laminate fitted ms brackets on the wall including all 

hardware and labour complete as directed.

1 Nos

Rate in words

20 MS Grill for ATM roof

Providing and fixing ms grill of 25mmx5mm thk placed at 4" c'c over-lapping horizontally and vetically and welded to ISMC 

75mm x40mm with intermediate supports to avoid sagging fitted with anchor bolts to the wall/beams complete with a coat 

od redoxide complete as directed. 

45 Sft

Rate in words

21 9" Thk. laterite stone work

Cutting the existing floor with electric cutter 6" deep for better interlocking of laterite stone without 

damaging the other tiles as per the plan and directions of the Architect. Providing and fixing laterite stone 

work upto 9'ht.and  9" thk in CM 1:4 finished with plaster in cement mortar on both sides.  All the laterite 

stone work built including the wall shall be finished with neeru finish as directed complete. 

150 Sft

Rate in words

22 Wooden shelf in dining near pantry  1'-6" x 5' -6"

P& F wooden shelf made of 18mm thk. ply finished with 1mm thk. laminate fitted ms brackets on the wall including all 

hardware and labour complete as directed.

1 Nos

Rate in words



23 Glass divider between ATM machines ( 3'-0" x 5'-0" )

Providing & fixing 12mm thk. toughened glass having machine polished edges with patch fittings complete as directed. 1 Nos

Rate in words

24 Electrical cabinet: 

Providing & fixing electrical cabinet made up 18 mm. thk. plywood  12" deep and Good quality blockboard shutters should 

be fixed on SS heavy hinges Storage units. should be finished with 1.0 mm. thk. laminate from external side & oil paint to 

non laminated surfaces. All exposed edges of plywood should have lipping patti on it. Lipping patti should be finished with 

polish on it. The cost should include necessary handles, magnetic catches, and EPC aluminium louvers 9" x6" - 4 nos. as 

approved complete as per design. 

32 Sft

Rate in words

25 Wooden shelf for server size  2'-6" x 2'-0"

P& F wooden shelf made of 18mm thk. ply finished with 1mm thk. laminate fitted ms brackets on the wall including all 

hardware and labour complete as directed.

1 Nos

Rate in words

26 Miscellaneous repairs and alterations

Providing any necessary alterations and repairs required in the entire branch furnishing to hose any civil, wooden, AC 

works including necssary materails , labour , haulage, transport etc. complete as directed by the Bank. 

1 Job

Rate in words

Sign & Seal of the Contractor : -

Date:

Amount in Rupees:-  Rs. _____________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

GRAND TOTAL

Add SGST

ADD CGST

TOTAL AMOUNT
Note: 1. The contractor shall quote rate of whole item in BOQ considering the provided basic rate of material by bank. However, if bank approves the basic

rate of material below the provided rate in the respective item, than the difference of amount for that item will be deducted accordingly or rate will be reduced

accordingly.

2.All the pages shall be signed and stamped by the contractor.

3.Price Bid shall be filled only in type form. The price bid which are handwritten will be summarily rejected.

4.No addition/alteration is permitted for contractor in BOQ.Also no discount in addition to the total is permitted in the BOQ.Contrcator has to fill the rates

considering the specification of item, material,labour,trasporatation, taxes ,overhead charges, profit etc.


